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Abstract: The article discusses a new approach to upgrade the software for SCADA-systems. A distinctive feature of this method is the ability to support more than ten most popular programming languages. By applying this method it’s possible to automate the process of recoding software components and, by doing so, it saves time programmers have to spend to rewrite the code and reduce the likelihood of structural errors inherited from the previous system.
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Introduction

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition Systems (SCADA-system or SCADA) has been implemented in various fields of human life but the most widespread occurred in industry and on transportation. And SCADA operation for each mode of transportation (by water, air, rail, road) has fundamental differences.

One common feature for all SCADA is that with time its software become outdated under number of factors such as constant update of information systems, changes in programming languages and distributed data processing systems, etc. Inevitable, such trend leads to speed and graphic deterioration, loss of information, communication and time and/or other features decline until complete system failure.

Defining the problem and its relationship with important scientific or practical tasks

Creating SCADA is quite complicated and time consuming process that can be accomplished by highly skilled and well-coordinated team of developers and coordinators, as only design process included more than ten stages already: research, specification development, technical proposal, preliminary design, technical design, mock-up project, coding, compiling, testing, releasing, and quite often further technical and customer support.

SCADA development is an enormous scientific and technical undertaking which implementation requires significant investment. All existing SCADA and those that are in stage of development using current methodology contain the results of many years of research done by thousands of scientists, engineers, designers and developers who participated in developing
design solutions.

According to current world trends SCADA design should be evolving process. There are at least two good reasons why SCADA should evolve with time. First, the development of such a complex project as SCADA takes long time and from economic point of view it’s became obvious that whole system should be broken into smaller units which could be implemented as they become ready (further units will be expanded and combined as necessary). Second, steady progress in object’s design, technology, computing and mathematics leads to new mathematical models and methods that should replace older and less successful counterparts.

In this regard, one of the most important features of SCADA should be ease of use and expansion capability by means of adding new and/or improved elements. Here is the question that further addresses this problem – should it be a new development or reengineering.

Recent development and publications analysis where this issue has been addressed

Reengineering is a discipline that incorporates restructuring and reorganization of SCADA, where some units could be redeveloped using modern technology, also allowing modification and upgrade data structure [1]. At the same time architecture of the system might remain unaltered.

Subject of SCADA reengineering were studied in details in [2, 3]. Methodology of reengineering were explained in [4].

From commercial point of view reengineering considered the only method to preserve inherited units while maintaining SCADA. In opinion of leading experts [5, 6] it is not wise to create such a system from scratch not just because lack of time but because all initial time and resources spent on its development will be wasted therefore significantly increasing cost and likelihood to introduce structural defects. At the same time reengineering allows SCADA to evolve, incorporating necessary upgrades aiming to boost quality, streamline maintenance and support [7].

Another point to consider while developing new SCADA is to ensure that new system is consolidated and universal enough [8]. This issue could be related to “beginning of development” which means that most of existing SCADA from various fields could not be considered as up to date, simply because technologies that were used at the time systems were designed become obsolete with time. After 3 – 4 years majority of them do not have the capabilities to sustain current demand for speed, load, image rendering and computation, moreover given that existing SCADA might contained millions lines of code, it could take months or even years (!) to do a code conversion.

The ideal system should utilize as many common units as possible but requirement for units being universal could easily interfere with demand for high efficiency. That’s hold true for SCADA.

Current value of the article lies within expectations and benefits for reengineering as a method and lay a course for development of a new units using sequential steps which defined how changes to be introduced, when and how restructuring should occur and also mandatory information for recoding of existing components. As well as terms and requirements for language conversion and support data contingency after restructuring process takes place.

There are several reasons hindering agile implementation of this method such as insufficient documentation explicitly outlining redesign of an existing system and preservation of its architecture.

Define research objectives

It is absolutely necessary to minimize man-hours and expenditure in order to keep SCADA cost effective and the major task is to improve its software.

Fundamental idea discussed here is to develop method of reengineering for SCADA by evolving its software which in turn will ease maintenance, improve support and usability and also facilitate process of system upgrade either through newly developed or redesigned units (modules).

The main objective of this article is to design, evaluate and implement method for redesigning software which will allow creating efficient SCADA across variable fields.

Define approach

In order to achieve multilanguage transition for SCADA software it is necessary to define and follow subsequent steps:

1. Choosing appropriate coding language

Choice of the language for this task will depend on technical requirements or current market trends, and very likely come from top programming languages such as C, C++, C#, Java, PHP, Delphi, Python, Visual Basic etc.

2. Choosing applicable CASE-means

Selection of preferred CASE-means will be dictated by end user preferences. From author’s viewpoint the most appropriate CASE-means is Enterprise Architect (EA) which support import to / from and can generate code written by all languages mentioned above. From now on the EA will be used as very efficient tool for recoding.

3. Identification of components

It is necessary to identify which component of SCADA requires recoding. Let’s take a look at any open component written in C language for example (pic.1). Let’s inspect component “pm-dm.c” (pic.1).
4. Import of the components
With the help of EA we will be doing import of the selected components. After setting all necessary parameters select following (see pic.2).
   a) Tools;
   b) Source Code Engineering;
   c) Import C files…

Fig. 1 – Identification of the component written in C language

Any components, written in the language from dropdown list in EA can be imported in the method described above. See pic.2.
In case of correctly performed import procedure and completion of reverse engineering of imported code you will see updated structure of original component (pic.3).
5. Code generation for new structure

Ensure all mandatory parameters setup in EA before generating new code it is necessary to select corresponding structural elements and then follow the steps: see pic.4.

a) Source Code Engineering;
b) Generate Current Element…

Fig. 3 – Updated structure of imported code

Fig. 4 – Prompt generating new structure
Ensure to specify correct pass in prompt window in order to save new recoding component. For e.g. “Desktop” see pic. 5.

![Image of code generation prompt](image1.png)

**Fig. 5 – Example of code generation prompt**

After selecting language for conversion for e.g. PHP press “Generate” button (pic.6).

![Image of language selection](image2.png)

**Fig. 6 – Choosing language of recoding**

In case of successful operation you will find updated SCADA component written in selected language in specified place (in our case it’s “Desktop”).

6. **Editing recoded component**

The abovementioned component of SCADA is available for further editing and / or with help of EA or any other editor suitable for selected language, could be integrated into another SCADA.

**Conclusion and prospects for the method further development**

The article is outlining the new method of multilingual recoding for SCADA software. This method consists of definite steps combined into sequence illustrated above.

Correctly performed recoding should deliver following results:

– reduced number of errors while redesigning SCADA;
– improved cost effectiveness for new system development by reusing components;
– shortening man-hours by cutting down on recoding of repeating operations by reusing already defined components.

In author’s opinion implementation of this method will increase efficiency SCADA in various fields. This method could be used by system architects and programmers already working on existing SCADA reengineering projects.

Future reengineering model development will lay the ground for other support types of redesign SCADA. Reengineering SCADA will overcome the discrepancy between the pace of development of science and technology and design processes, improve technical support SCADA and reduce operating costs.
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Abstract: On many industrial objects regulators of pressure are used. Following initial data are necessary for proper selection of a regulator and calculation of throughput: a working environment, entrance and target pressure, expense, temperature of a working environment, accuracy of regulation, a class of tightness, diameter of the pipeline, type of access, constructional materials, external or internal registration of target pressure, protection against excess of pressure.